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To 31/2/2019

/ Please introduce yourself in a few lines
I am Grace Woods, a 26 year old female artist from
Melbourne, Australia. I create collage-based
installations.
// Why did you choose Korpo to do a residency?
I have spent a lot of time travelling and I find travel to be one of the
most rewarding ways to bounty my practice. It is a way to be thrown
into the culture and environment and be forced to learn and discover
new things in a truly intensive way. However, I have not had a month
dedicated to simply making artwork before, and this is what excites me
most; having the space and room and time to truly delve into ideas and
explore concepts without distraction. For this, Korpo seems completely
ideal. It provides a sublime setting for creating work that looks at and
dissects the environment, and I can't think of another place I'd rather
spend the month.
/// What do you expect to get in this
month in AARK?
The reason I am visiting AARK in
Korpo is to look at the way nature can
affect my practice and its outcomes. I
am very interested in mythology and
the way history is represented in art. I
like to think about the idea of personal
mythologies - stories being changed,
shared, lost and found. This isolated
environment will form the base for my
research into ideas of
nature/environment as an archive. I
will investigate the intersection
between modes of environmental
documentation and personal histories.

//// What do you find inspiring about Korpo?
It is simply one of the most beautiful places I have seen. I grew up in a
rural area of Australia surrounded by forests, mountains and bodies of
water. For my adult life I have been living in a city and less able to
spend time isolated from societal concerns. I love to camp, hike and
travel in isolated areas, and I believe Korpo will allow me to connect
with nature and live unencumbered my material concerns for the
duration of the residency.
///// How important is it for you to meet local people while staying at
an artist residency?
It is very important to me to meet the people in this area and gain a
sense of its history. Personal narratives are a very important part of my
artwork and I hope that I can talk with and learn from the local people
that they may inform my ideas about the landscape, it's history, and it's
mythology. Everywhere you go you will find stories about things that
have and have not happened; things that exist in reality and things that
exist in people's minds. I hope I can talk with the people of the island
and find stories here.
////// How would you describe the art that you do?
I am interested in the way the archive functions in contemporary art,
and widely investigate personal archives and their influence on
conceptual practice. I dissect the relationship between image and
reality using photography within sculptural installations. My work often
features floating structures, images mounted on metal and dibond,
pieces of fabric and pictures printed on silk. I use photographs propped
up and skewered with metal and aluminium poles, or anchored to the
wall with wooden braces. My installations are informed by the images
used within them. The photographs I use have been distorted or
rearranged. I create collisions between ideas of art history, personal
history and the Internet archive.
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/Please introduce yourself in a few lines
I am a Swiss artist, based in Zürich. In addition to
developing my own artistic work, which is mainly
painting and drawing, I work as a set decorator for
movies. Although only subtle, my artistic expression
is influenced by my work for cinematic spaces,
especially regarding light situations.

// What do you find inspiring about the idea idea of coming
to Korpo for a month?
I have never been to Finland so far but I expect that the twilight and
the landscapes, the structures of the plants and the water in the
winter might be a perfect surrounding for my researches of the
forms of the interface between nature and humans.
/// How important would it be for your creative process to meet local
people while staying in the residency?
For me it's important to have a lot of free space and time to work.
That's why I chose a small island in wintertime. But nevertheless, I
am very interested to also leave this space and to get to know the
universe Korpo Archipelago including it's people and food and local
music.
//// How would you describe the art that you do?
In my artistic work I'm foscusing on landscapes that can be
architecture as well as nature. Most of the situations in my paintings
are fictional realities. Assumed real landscapes that by intense
contemplation turn out to be confusing, not rarely because of light
situation.
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